
Name: Sin

Age: 23(In mind he is 133)

Personality: Extremely grumpy and serious and also has the mentality of an old head

Skills: Good at anything you can learn (example riding horses or hand to hand combat), knows

all martial arts, good with technology, extremely skilled with staff and guns and extremely



athletic on an above human level (80 inch vert, twices as strong as the strongest man ever and

almost twice as fast as the fastest man ever). His only magical power is that he only stays dead

for a day. When he comes back he heals everything like sickness and regrows limbs, his

physical abilities also increase every time he dies.

Universe: ApolloVerse

Other: He got his powers from making a deal with Dede(The Devil) (The deal was that he would

never age and stay dead but he would have to do whatever Dede says whenever he dies and

he can't tell anyone about the deal). His goal is to find a way to reverse the deal but has lost his

motivation thinking it is impossible. He used to be extremely happy and outgoing till one of his

enemies wished for him to keep dieing and it only stops when they die. The enemy didn't die for

10 years and Sin was stuck waking up, dying and getting pulled into h*ll for 10 years. Dede also

gets to make him do things for 10 years and forces him to collect souls for him/kill people and

that pushes him off the edge. At first people thought he was a hero then he disappeared and

came back after 10 years as a serial killer with no emotion. He gets caught by police and killed

in jail and this time Dede just forces him to train his body and mind, before this Sin was just a

good basic fighter with guns but he learns all martial arts and becomes skilled with weapons

and technology. He trains for over 100 years and finally dies again and Dede makes him join the

Apollo-Fighters. Before joining them he was so tired and depressed because of how long he

had to live by himself and knowing how many people he killed but the fighters start to make him

find hope again.

● Male

● Looks like he is in late 20s

● Around 6´2



● 210 pounds of pure muscle, 2% Body fat

● White skin

● Black scruffy hair

● Looks tired all the time

● Scruffy small beard thingy

● He will do everything in his workout clothes (Tank top and Shorts)

● His logo

● His suit is black and red with his logo on the back


